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Concept Note:   

Mahatma Gandhi now known as the greatest person of the 
twentieth Century and the “Man of the Millennium”, has 
become much more relevant in the present context on  
account of his conviction and his unfailing faith in eternal 
values like truth and nonviolence, his faith in the goodness, 
purity and nobility of means or methods, humility and  
patience, religious tolerance and Satyagraha. Gandhi decided 
to fight against racial discrimination, imperialism, discrimi-
nation, exploitation and all kinds of injustices and atrocities 
on weaker sections of the society from the day he was 
thrown out of the 1st Class compartment of the train at 
Pietermaritzburg in South Africa in 1893. Gandhi          
discovered the moral weapon of Satyagraha to fight against 
social, political and economic injustices. He determined to 
apply non-violent methods. The need of the hour is to  
inculcate the highest virtues amongst the youth of today 
because the mankind is struggling to escape itself from the 
evils of the industrial civilisation, greed based economic 
system and immoral political conditioning, but unfortunate-
ly, there is no way to get rid of. In such darkness the 
thoughts Mahatma Gandhi could be torchbearer. Only 
Gandhi’s philosophy can bridge the Cartesian division 
(duality of mind and body). His dedication to truth,       
non-violence, morality, equity, human dignity and freedom 
is well defined and it’s well examined fact that his way to 
live, can free us from many paradoxes. So, at the time of 
Mahatma’s 150th birth year it is pertinent to re-look, re-read 
and re-examine his idea of non-violent, truth, satyagraha, 
sarvodaya and trusteeship.  

Mahatma Gandhi Central University Journal of Social Sci-
ences invites articles, for the second issue of its inaugural 
volume. This issue is a commemorative treatise of         
Gandhian thought in contemporary times, celebrating the 
150th birth anniversary of the Mahatma. 

 

  

 

 Last date of receipt of papers March 7, 2020. 

 Send in your complete manuscript along with Form 

A and Form B to the Chief Editor through email: 

mgcujss@mgcub.ac.in 

  Language of publication: English 

 Manuscript must include or adhere to the following: 

1.Author Contact Details Form (Form A) and 
Scanned copy of the Declaration Form (Form B) 
(attached along with the brochure) 

2.An abstract of 200 - 250 words 

3.Four or five keywords 

4.The manuscript should be typed in double space 
using Times New Roman 

5.12 font size and justified alignment. 

6.All in-text citations must be included in the refer-
ence list and all references should have in-text cita-
tions. 

7.The information of the author(s) should NOT 
appear anywhere in the text for facilitating blind peer
-review, unless explicitly necessary. 

8.To cater to the international readership, authors are 
encouraged to elaborate local or culture-specific 
matters in parenthesis or detailed footnotes. 

9.The manuscripts must conform to guidelines of 
APA 6th edition for referencing and formatting. 

10.For Book-Review, full bibliographic information 
of the book (authors, editors, translators, publisher, 
place, and year of publication) with images of the 
Cover must be sent along with the manuscript. If 
accepted for publication, the concerned book must 
be sent in hard copy to the Chief Editor contact 
address. 
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